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The Lynbrook Primary School identified that its’ 

playground area was in urgent need for some attention. 

With water restrictions & the high amount of student 

traffic the school could never get grass to grow in this 

area. During the Winter months it became muddy & 

slippery, and over Summer it created dust. Under the 

play equipment the tan bark soft fall material was 

completely unsatisfactory and it moved about leaving 

minimum protection to the students. The tan bark also 

housed a potential hazard, foreign objects that could 

not be seen in the materials could be buried until found 

by a young child. 

The school invited Gecko to forward a proposal for the 

area and consequently Gecko was awarded the 

project, although not the cheapest. 

Graeme Vance the school’s leading teacher said 

”Gecko has turned our eye sore into an attractive and 

functional area. The results are impressive and are 

better than I expected . . . . the quality of the grass looks 

great. The students love the area & also say its fantastic. 

Gecko’s new surface has created a new play area 

outside the equipment area and now twice as many 

children use it. 

Gecko’s approach was very professional and we were 

always kept informed of the progress. 

I would certainly recommend Gecko to anyone in the 

future & in fact they’re back now doing more work”. 

Gecko provided a solution by firstly excavating the area 

and setting some new ground levels. The existing 

surface was full of trip hazards and undulations. The 

storm water pit was also raised up and the high points 

were lowered creating a much more functional area. 

Underneath the play equipment Gecko installed its’ 

Soft-fall Playground System™. This system replaces 

bark chips with a rubber shock-pad beneath Gecko’s 

MS Pro® synthetic grass and conforms to the 

Australian critical fall height standard. The remaining 

area was installed with Gecko’s MS Pro® 45 ‘Plush’ 

Premium Synthetic Grass which attracts a 12 year 

‘Written’ guarantee. 

 

 

 


